Icelandic Horse Society of Great Britain
Minutes of Breeding Team

Date 3.10.16, via conference call
Present: Ellen Brimble (EB), Freija Glansdorp (FG), Jemimah Adams (JA).
Agenda
Gaedingakeppni 2016
AOB

Gaedingakeppni:
 In the event that we have no entries for a YHA - We will offer the
second and any further horses for a reduced rate of £ 35, then we
will have the a number of entries at Mic’s and Smari’s.
 We can take Johannes to Wales. I was wondering if Kristina could
bring Johannes to j19 on the M4 (Bath turnoff), then I could take
him to Wales, we could stay over at Jan’s and do the judging as
early as possible on Saturday morning. If Smari was interested,
we could go there afterwards, before driving to Manston.


AOB


KC

We also have 24 individual class entries so far (no definite infos
yet from Nadine, Mike, Elisabeth, Kristina, Becca, Agnes and the
Russian student), so let’s hope the missing entries will be at least
10, then we will be about break even for the Sunday.

Tim Hutchinson has 2 first price stallions in the UK for breeding and is
planning to offer them for AI next year and beyond. They
are IS2007135069 - Vaðall fry Akranesi with a BLUP of 118 and a total
FIZO score of 8.36, and IS2004187660 - Gandálfur fry Selfossi with a
total FIZO score of 8.46 (riding abilities 8.72!) out of the famous
Alfadis fry Selfossi and Gustur fry Holi, and a BLUP of 126!!!
Perhaps people with young horses need an incentive to have them
judged in the YHA, so I phoned Tim today in order to find out if he
couldn’t offer a reduction in the covering fee for mares that haven’t been
assessed and are too old now to be presented in a FIZO, BUT who’s
foals/offspring had a mark of 8 or over in a YHA. He liked the idea and we
agreed that the breeding team will work out a proposal of covering fees
for FIZO assessed mares, and for unpresented mares with YHA marked
offspring, and to send him our ideas. He will then decide on the actual
fees for next year.

Date of next meeting: 6th Dec 2016 at 8.30pm via powwownow
JA
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